CHRISTMAS DOUBLE ISSUE

David Almond ● Adrian Chiles ● Liz Dodd ● Pope Francis ● John Burnside ● Catherine Pepinster ● Lucy Beckett
Michael Symmons Roberts ● Mark Lawson ● Isabel Lloyd ● Kate Hennessy ● Austen Ivereigh ● Margaret Hebblethwaite
Jonathan Tulloch ● Bennett Zon ● Lucy Lethbridge ● Nikki Dhillon Keane ● Peter Stanford ● Rachel Mann
Declan Ryan ● Kathryn Simmonds ● D.J. Taylor ● Brian Morton ● Joanna Moorhead ● Terry Tastard ● John F. Deane
Isabelle Grey ● Nikolai Duffy ● Markie Robson-Scott ● Patrick Heren ● Edward Acton ● Benjamin Poore
● Julian Margaret Gibbs ● David Neuhaus ● Lavinia Byrne ● Patrick Page ● Léonie Caldecott ● Elena Curti ● Chris Rooke